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ABSTRACT

Between 1948 and 2000, hours worked by men in the United States fell by twenty percent. Using a life cycle model of labor supply with intensive and extensive margins, we assess how much of this decline can be accounted for by changes in tax and transfer policies. We use policy measures from the generational accounting literature, capturing the lifetime fiscal burdens faced by each male birth-year cohort. Changes in age demographics and fiscal policy account for 44% of the decline in hours worked. Policy alone explains approximately a quarter of the decline, both in the aggregate and across age groups.
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1. Introduction

Since World War II, the amount of work done by men in the United States has greatly declined. Fig. 1 and Table 1 show the decline in annual total hours worked per person for men. From 1948 to 2000, total hours worked per person for men declined by twenty percent. Further, employed men are not only working fewer hours, but fewer men are working, as can be seen from the changes in employment per person in Table 1. This decline in hours worked has been particularly concentrated among younger and older men, when the extensive margin decision of whether or not to work is most important.

In this paper, we ask how much of the decline in male work can be accounted for by changes in generational tax and transfer policies in the US. We study a version of the life cycle labor supply model of Rogerson and Wallenius (2009), which
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features both intensive and extensive margins, where different birth cohorts of men vary in the amount of lifetime taxes they pay to the government and the amount of lifetime transfers they receive back. We use the model to simulate life cycle labor supply profiles for each birth cohort from 1900 to 1991 based on each cohort’s lifetime tax and transfer rate. To compare our predicted labor supply profiles with the data, we aggregate labor supply across cohorts to construct total hours worked in each year. The presence of the extensive margin in the model also implies that changes in taxes and transfer rates across generations may lead to different effects on labor supply at different ages. Therefore, we also compare predictions of hours worked by age group with the data.

Total taxes paid and transfers received by each generation of men are measured using estimates from the generational accounting literature, originally pioneered by Auerbach et al. (1991). This literature evaluates the impact of fiscal policy from the perspective of how the costs and benefits of policy accrue to each cohort of individuals instead of focusing simply on the impact at a given calendar year. Average lifetime tax rates for each generation are measured as the total present discounted value of taxes paid to the government divided by the total present discounted value of labor income received over a generation’s lifetime. Lifetime transfer rates are computed similarly from data on transfer receipts from Social Security, Medicaid/Medicare and welfare programs.

This novel application of the generational accounts has several advantages. First, generational accounts policy measures include policies by gender, allowing us to use male-specific tax and transfer rates, which are more appropriate for our question. Second, they provide a transparent measure of how the burden of fiscal policy varies across individuals born in different years that is consistent with individual life cycle budget constraints. Moreover, these measures allow us to identify the degree to which tax revenues are transferred back to the household, an important ingredient of our model. Finally, as discussed in Corry and Oberfield (2012), when individuals face a lifetime budget constraint, taxes faced at one age in the life cycle may influence labor supply at other ages. Thus, forward-looking lifetime tax rates may better account for the timing of how changes in fiscal policy impact aggregate male hours worked.

We find that the combination of changes in fiscal policy and the changes in the age composition of the population (demographics) account for 44% of the decline in hours worked per man from 1948 through 2000. Further, the timing of the decline in our results is consistent with observed declines in the data, matching well trends for the entire time period, with the exception of the 1970s and early 1980s. Holding demographics fixed, changes in policy alone account for roughly a quarter of the decline in hours worked.

Across age groups, changes in the age composition of the population and policy account for roughly 60% of the changes in hours worked by men under 16 and men over 55, compared to only 25% for prime aged males. Holding demographics fixed, policy generates roughly a quarter of the decline in hours worked for each age group. Incorporating the extensive
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